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Abstract
The paper presents the terminology of critical infrastructure including definitions of general terms and
definitions of more detailed notions. The European Programme for Critical Infrastructure Protection is
introduced and infrastructures specified as being critical are listed. There is also presented the approach to the
identification and designation of European Critical Infrastructures. Next, presented terminology and taxonomy
refer to critical infrastructure networks at Baltic Sea Region. Finally, notions related to climate change and
resilience and vulnerability of critical infrastructures to climate change are given. Considering strategy of
critical infrastructures resilience strengthening there are distinguished and defined concepts of robustness,
resourcefullness, redundancy, response and recovery.

1. Introduction

2. State of art

To ensure compatibility in this paper and in next
papers, concerned with this topic, we start with
fixing the “working terminology”. The first and most
important term is the notion of the Critical
Infrastructure (CI). Following the definition given in
[26] critical infrastructure means an asset, system or
part thereof located in Member States which is
essential for the maintenance of vital societal
functions, health, safety, security, economic or social
well-being of people, and the disruption or
destruction of which would have a significant impact
in a Member State as a result of the failure to
maintain those functions. In this paper we adopt
definition presented in the EU-CIRCLE Taxonomy,
according which critical infrastructure is a complex
system in its operating environment that significant
features are inside-system dependencies and outsidesystem dependencies, that in the case of its
degradation have significant destructive influence on
the health, safety and security, economics and social
conditions of large human communities and territory
areas [17].

Before the considerations on critical infrastructure at
Baltic Sea Region taxonomy, we refer to definitions
of selected basic notions concerned with critical
infrastructures and climate and weather impacts on
their safety included in the report [17].
The European Programme for Critical Infrastructure
Protection (EPCIP), which has been laid out in EU
Directives by the Commission (e.g., EU COM(2006)
786 final), sets the overall framework for activities
aimed at improving the protection of critical
infrastructure in Europe - across all EU States and in
all relevant sectors of economic activity. The EPCIP
aims to respond not only to terrorism, but also
includes, through cross-sectorial approach, criminal
activities, natural disasters and other causes of
accidents [25]. In the paper we use notation hazard
in term of natural hazards classified as severe and
extreme weather and climate events, while threats
refer to events coming from human activity and other
systems or infrastructures. The general objective of
EPCIP is to raise critical infrastructure protection
capabilities across all EU Member States against
natural hazards and other threats. The underlying
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rationale is that disruption to infrastructures
providing key services could harm the security and
economy of the EU as well as the well-being of its
citizens [23], [25].
According to [12], [17], protection of critical
infrastructure includes activities whose objective is
to ensure functionality, continuous operation and
delivery of critical infrastructure services/goods, as
well as to prevent natural hazards and other threats to
critical infrastructure.
The EPCIP has proposed a list of European critical
infrastructures based upon inputs by its Member
States. The European Commission’s “Green Paper“
on EPCIP specifies 11 infrastructures as being
critical [24]:
1. Energy
2. Information and communication technology (ICT)
3. Water
4. Food
5. Health
6. Financial
7. Public and legal order and safety
8. Civil administration
9. Transportation
10. Chemical and nuclear industry

11. Space and research.
The approach to the identification and designation of
European Critical Infrastructures is particularly
presented in Directive 2008/114/EC [26]. We start
with the definition of European Critical
Infrastructure (ECI), given in this document,
according which ECI means critical infrastructure
located in Member States the disruption or
destruction of which would have a significant impact
on at least two Member States. The significance of
the impact shall be assessed in terms of cross-cutting
criteria. This includes effects resulting from crosssector dependencies on other types of infrastructure
[26]. Further, EU Directive establishes a procedure
for identifying and designating European Critical
Infrastructures (ECI) and a common approach for
assessing the need to improve their protection.
According to this document [26] “There are a certain
number of critical infrastructures in Community, the
disruption or destruction of which would have
significant cross-border impacts. This may include
transboundary cross-sector effects resulting from
interdependencies
between
interconnected
infrastructures. Such ECIs should be identified and
designed by means of a common procedure.”

Figure 1. The ECI process [25]
The Directive also requires owners/operators of
designated ECI to prepare Operator Security Plans
(advanced business continuity plans) and nominate
Security Liaison Officers (linking the owner/operator
with the national authority responsible for critical
infrastructure protection). The Operator Security
Plan (OSP) should cover the identification of
important assets, a risk analysis based on major
threat scenarios and the vulnerability of each asset,

and the identification, selection and prioritisation of
counter-measures and procedures. One of the
important elements in preparing the Operator
Security Plan is to draw attention to sensitive critical
infrastructure protection related information,
defined as facts about a critical infrastructure, which
if disclosed could be used to plan and act with a view
to causing disruption or destruction of critical
infrastructure installations [26].
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As Commission staff working document on the
review of the European Programme for Critical
Infrastructure Protection [25] indicates, the ECI
process, specified in the Directive 2008/114/EC, can
be divided broadly into three distinct phases:
identification of potential ECI, designation of ECI,
and protection of ECI. The scheme of the ECI
process, adopted from [25], is presented in Figure 1.
The cross-cutting criteria shall comprise the
casualties criterion (assessed in terms of the potential
number of fatalities or injuries), economic effects
criterion (assessed in terms of the significance of
economic loss and/or degradation of products or
services; including potential environmental effects)
and public effects criterion (assessed in terms of the
impact on public confidence, physical suffering and
disruption of daily life; including the loss of essential
services). The cross-cutting criteria thresholds shall
be based on the severity of the impact of the
disruption or destruction of a particular
infrastructure. The sectoral criteria shall take into
account the characteristics of individual ECI sectors
[26].

and communications systems, hospitals and health
clinics, and centres for fire, police and public
administration services [17], [38], [48].
Critical Infrastructure community includes critical
infrastructure owners and operators (those entities
responsible for day-to-day operation and investment
of a particular critical infrastructure entity), both
public and private; departments and agencies;
regional
entities;
governments;
and
other
organizations from the private and non-profit sectors
with a role in securing and strengthening the
resilience of the Nation’s critical infrastructure
and/or promoting practices and ideas for doing so
[49].
Critical infrastructures are usually interconnected
and mutually dependent in various and complex
ways, creating critical infrastructure network. The
critical infrastructure network is a set of
interconnected
and
interdependent
critical
infrastructures interacting directly and indirectly at
various levels of their complexity and operating
activity, the interconnected critical infrastructures
that are critical infrastructures in mutually direct and
indirect connections between themselves and the
interdependent critical infrastructures that are
critical infrastructures in mutually dependant
relationships between themselves interacting at
various levels of their complexity. CI network
cascading effects are degrading effects occurring
within an infrastructure and between infrastructures
in their operating environment, including situations
in which one infrastructure causes degradation of
another ones, which again causes additional
degradation in other infrastructures and in their
operating environment [17].
Dependency of CI is defined as a linkage or
connection between two infrastructures, through
which the state of one infrastructure influences or is
correlated to the state of the other [39], [45].
Authors in [45] distinguish four principal classes of
interdependencies: physical, cyber, geographic and
logical. Two infrastructures are physically
interdependent if the state of each is dependent on
the material output(s) of the other. An infrastructure
has a cyber interdependency if its state depends on
information transmitted through the information
infrastructure. Infrastructures are geographically
interdependent if a local environmental event affects
components across these infrastructures due to
physical proximity. All interdependencies between
infrastructures that cannot be classified as physical,
cyber
or
geographic;
are
called
logic
interdependencies. Two infrastructures are logically
interdependent if the state of each depends on the
state of the other via a mechanism that is not a
physical, cyber, or geographic connection [45].

2.1. Critical infrastructure terminology
The critical infrastructure is a term used by
governments to describe assets that are essential for
the functioning of a society and economy. Most
commonly associated with the term of critical
infrastructure are facilities for [10]:
 electricity
generation,
transmission
and
distribution;
 gas production, transport and distribution;
 oil and oil products production, transport and
distribution;
 telecommunication;
 water
supply
(drinking
water,
waste
water/sewage, stemming of surface water (e.g.
dikes and sluices));
 agriculture, food production and distribution;
 heating (e.g. natural gas, fuel oil, district heating);
 public health (hospitals, ambulances);
 transportation systems (fuel supply, railway
network, airports, harbours, inland shipping);
 financial services (banking, clearing);
 security services (police, military).
Generally, critical facilities are the primary physical
structures, technical facilities and systems which are
socially, economically or operationally essential to
the functioning of a society or community, both in
routine circumstances and in the extreme
circumstances of an emergency. Critical facilities are
elements of the infrastructure that support essential
services in a society. They include such things as
transport systems, air and sea ports, electricity, water
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result of human activity [17]. This usage differs from
the definition presented by the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC), which distinguish climate change
attributable to human activities and climate
variability attributable to natural causes [35]-[36].
The UNFCCC defines ‘climate change’ as: ‘a change
of climate which is attributed directly or indirectly to
human activity that alters the composition of the
global atmosphere and which is in addition to natural
climate variability observed over comparable time
periods’ [32].
Here, similarly as in [33]-[36], we assume that,
climate variability refers to variations in the mean
state and other statistics (such as standard deviations,
the occurrence of extremes, etc.) of the climate at all
spatial and temporal scales beyond that of individual
weather events. Variability may be due to natural
internal processes within the climate system (internal
variability), or to variations in natural or
anthropogenic external forcing (external variability).
In turn, climate stationarity refers to the stationarity
of extremes of climate and weather i.e. that the
frequencies and intensities of extremes observed in
the past adequately represent those that will occur in
the future [1].
Climate change scenario is a coherent and internallyconsistent description of the change in climate by a
certain time in the future, using a specific modelling
technique and under specific assumptions about the
growth of greenhouse gas and other emissions and
about other factors that may influence climate in the
future [42]. And further, climate model is a
numerical representation of the climate system that is
based on the physical, chemical, and biological
properties of its components, their interactions, and
feedback processes, and that accounts for all or some
of its known properties [33]-[36]. And according to
[17], climate-weather change process is the process
of the climate-weather states changing considered in
time for a fixed area, while extreme weather event
refers to meteorological conditions that are
dangerous and happen at a particular place and time
and can generate severe hazards.

2.2. Climate change terminology
In this paper, considering events that influence
critical infrastructures that may cause loss of life,
injury, or other health impacts, as well as damage
and loss to property, infrastructure, livelihoods,
service provision, ecosystems and environmental
resources, we focus on the natural hazards associated
with weather and climate change, also called as
climate hazards and defined as natural phenomena
coming out from climate change. By WMO natural
hazards are severe and extreme weather and climate
events that occur naturally in all parts of the world,
although some regions are more vulnerable to certain
hazards than others. Natural hazards become natural
disasters when people’s lives and livelihoods are
destroyed [17], [53]. On the other hand, according to
[51], natural disaster is a physical capability with the
ability to destroy or incapacitate critical
infrastructures. It is a violent, sudden and destructive
change in the environment without cause from
human activity, due to phenomena such as floods,
earthquakes, fire and hurricanes [17], [47].
The IPCC, defines hazard
as the potential
occurrence of a natural or human-induced physical
event or trend or physical impact that may cause loss
of life, injury, or other health impacts, as well as
damage and loss to property, infrastructure,
livelihoods, service provision, ecosystems and
environmental resources [35]-[36]. In this paper and
report [18], the term hazard is used in the context of
natural hazard and refers to climate-related physical
events or trends or their physical impacts. As it was
mentioned in Section 2, we assume that dangerous
events coming from human activity and other
systems or infrastructures operation are traced to
threats. In contrast to this definition, according to
[43], the threat is the source in a harmful state, while
the hazard is the source in a harmless state with
potential to change into a threat. Other words, a
hazard is a potential, dormant, absent, or contained
threat.
The Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) defines climate change as [32]: “a change in
the state of the climate that can be identified (e.g., by
using statistical tests) by changes in the mean and/or
the variability of its properties, and that persists for
an extended period, typically decades or longer.
Climate change may be due to natural internal
processes or external forcing, or to persistent
anthropogenic changes in the composition of the
atmosphere or in land use”. For the purposes of this
article, we adopted similar definition, according
which climate change refers to any change in climate
over time, either due to natural variability or as a

2.3. Resilience terminology
Reducing the vulnerabilities of critical infrastructures
and increasing their resilience is one of the major
objectives of the EU. An adequate level of protection
must be ensured and the detrimental effects of
disruptions on the society and citizens must be
limited as far as possible.
In terms of critical infrastructures secure/security
means reducing the risk to critical infrastructure by
physical means or defensive cyber measures to
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intrusions, attacks, or the effects of natural or
manmade disasters [49].
Safety plan from owner/manager of critical
infrastructure indicates a plan that ensures
confidentiality, integrity and availability of the
organizational, human, material, informationcommunication and other solutions, as well as
permanent and graded security measures necessary
for the continuous functioning of critical
infrastructure [12].
There are existing many concepts of risk. Some of
them, for example definition presented in [39],
define risk as a combination of the consequences of
an
event
(hazard)
and
the
associated
likelihood/probability of its occurrence. Other
concepts define risk as the potential that a given
threat will exploit vulnerabilities of an asset or group
of assets and thereby cause harm to the organization
[16]. Relating to climate and climate change, risk can
be also understood as the result of interaction of
physically defined hazards with the properties of the
exposed systems i.e., their sensitivity or vulnerability
[17].
One of the Operator Security Plans elements,
described in Section 2, can be critical infrastructure
risk management framework defined as a planning
and decision-making framework that outlines the
process for setting goals and objectives, identifying
infrastructure, assessing risks, implementing risk
management activities, and measuring effectiveness
to inform continuous improvement in critical
infrastructure security and resilience [49].
Risk assessment is defined as overall process
consisting of three steps: risk identification, risk
analysis and risk evaluation [13], [37]. And risk

management process is the systematic application of
management policies, procedures and practices to the
activities of communicating, consulting, establishing
the context, and identifying, analyzing, evaluating,
treating, monitoring and reviewing risk [13], [37].
Further in this section, there are presented concepts
related to resilience, vulnerability, adaptation and
mitigation.
Resilience can be understood as the ability of a
system and its component parts to anticipate, absorb,
accommodate, or recover from the effects of a
hazardous event in a timely and efficient manner,
including through ensuring the preservation,
restoration, or improvement of its essential basic
structures and functions [14], [34], [39].
According to Bruneau et al. [9], resilience of systems
can be conceptualized as having four infrastructural
qualities:
• Robustness: the inherent strength or resistance in a
system to withstand external demands without
degradation or loss of functionality.
• Redundancy: system properties that allow for
alternate options, choices, and substitutions under
stress.
• Resourcefulness: the capacity to mobilize needed
resources and services in emergencies.
• Rapidity: the speed with which disruption can be
overcome and safety, services, and financial stability
restored [44].
The resilience framework also addresses the
technical, organizational, social, and economic
dimensions of infrastructure. Examples of technical,
organizational, social, and economic activities that
support the qualities of a resilient community are
presented in Table 1 adopted from [44].

Table 1. Matrix of resilience qualities with examples pertaining to the technical, organizational, social, and
economic dimensions of infrastructure [44]
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According to [49], vulnerability is defined as a
physical feature or operational attribute that renders
an entity open to exploitation or susceptible to a
given hazard.
Referring to the definition of hazards and threats
adopted in this article, we accept the definition of
vulnerability given in [12], with a small correction.
Then, vulnerability can be defined as essential
properties of the system, parts of the system, assets,
community and the environment which make them
susceptible to adverse effects of natural hazards and
other threats.
Vulnerability in terms of reliability can be measured
as the probability that a system will come to the
critical state or worse in time shorter than assumed
level, due to some external factors, causing large
negative effects that influence on other sensitive
systems (consequences above a fixed level). Similar
approach has been presented in [29], where the
vulnerability of an infrastructure system is defined as
the probability of at least one disturbance with
negative societal consequence larger than some large
(critical) value, during a given period time.
Vulnerability encompasses a variety of concepts and
elements including sensitivity or susceptibility to
harm and lack of capacity to cope and adapt [35].
Thus, the concept of vulnerability is closely related
to the adaptation, which in terms of climate change
includes initiatives and measures to reduce the
vulnerability or increase the resilience of natural and
human systems to actual or expected climate change
impacts. There can be distinguished various types of
adaptation, such as anticipatory and reactive, private
and public, and autonomous and planned [30]-[31].
Detection of impacts of climate change for a system
or infrastructure is defined as the identification of a
change from a specified baseline. The baseline
characterizes behaviour in the absence of climate
change and may be stationary or non-stationary [35][36]. In the paper, the term impact primarily refers to
the effects on critical infrastructures and systems
belonging to critical infrastructures of extreme
weather and climate events and of climate change.
Impacts are referred to as consequences and
outcomes [35]-[36]. Depending on the consideration
of adaptation, one can distinguish between potential
impacts and residual impacts. Potential impacts are
defined as all impacts that may occur given a
projected change in climate, without considering
adaptation. Residual impacts are the impacts of
climate change that would occur after adaptation
[30].
By the IPCC the mitigation of disaster risk and
disaster can be defined as the lessening of the
potential adverse impacts of physical threats,
including those that are human-induced, and natural

hazards through actions that reduce hazard, exposure,
and vulnerability [33]. Mitigation of the climate
change effects in relation to critical infrastructures
can be implemented through policies and action to
reduce potential negative consequences of hazards
caused by climate change extreme events.

3. Critical infrastructure networks at Baltic
Sea Region taxonomy
We define the Baltic Sea critical infrastructure as a
complex system located and operating within the
Baltic Sea and ashore that significant features are
inside-system dependencies and outside-system
dependencies, that in the case of its degradation have
significant destructive influence on the health, safety
and security, economics and social conditions of
large human communities and territory areas. The
definition of a complex system and other basic
notion concerned with critical infrastructure are
presented in [4], [18].
The Baltic Sea critical infrastructure network
defined as a set of interconnected and interdependent
critical infrastructures located within the Baltic Sea
and ashore, interacting directly and indirectly at
various levels of their complexity and operating
activity [18].
The Baltic Sea critical infrastructures global
network (“network of networks”) is defined as a set
of interconnected and interdependent critical
infrastructures located within the Baltic Sea and
ashore around that function collaboratively using the
Critical Infrastructure Operation Process General
Model (CIOPGM). The Critical Infrastructure
Operation Process General Model (CIOPGM) will be
constructed using Modelling Critical Infrastructure
Operation Process (CIOP) including Operating
Environment Threats (OET), performed in [21], and
Modelling Climate-Weather Change Process (CWCP) including Extreme Weather Hazards (EWH),
performed in [22].
Considering definitions of main notions from the
above methodology concerned with critical
infrastructures and their networks, the Global Baltic
Network of Critical Infrastructure Networks
(GBNCIN) is composed of the following 8 main
critical infrastructure networks operating in the
Baltic Sea Region [18], [20]:
− port critical infrastructure network, described in
[5], [18];
− shipping critical infrastructure network [8], [18];
− oil rig critical infrastructure network [18], [40];
− wind farm critical infrastructure network [18],
[41];
− electric cable critical infrastructure network [6],
[18];
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− gas pipeline critical infrastructure network [2],
[18];
− oil pipeline critical infrastructure network [15],
[18];
− ship traffic and port operation information critical
infrastructure network [18], [27].

Among the climatic hazards having influence on
functioning of critical infrastructure networks we can
distinguish wind, temperature, humidity, cloudiness,
precipitation or solar radiation as well as occurrence
extreme weather events, defined in Section 2.2, such
as hurricanes or storms. In the Baltic Sea Region
there can be also noticed changes in weather
patterns, such as the movement of wind and the
cloud formations. Changes in atmospheric conditions
can lead to changes in the sea surface, which in turn
can alter the weather patterns. Sea-surface height is
an important indicator of climate variability and
long-term change as shows the results of simulations
of projected changes in sea-level extremes. Climate
change causes shifts in air and sea currents, which
can change weather patterns. Variations of wind and
precipitations patterns, which are associated with
changes of synoptic pressure, can be seasonal.
Regional weather patterns are altered by global
warming, the weather become more extreme and sea
level rise. The study, presented in [28], that took into
account available global sea-level rise scenarios and
simulated regional wind speed changes, project large
increases of storm surge levels at the entrance to the
Baltic Sea and in the eastern Baltic. Storm surge is
the temporary increase, at a particular locality, in the
height of the sea due to extreme meteorological
conditions (low atmospheric pressure and/or strong
winds). The storm surge is defined as being the
excess above the level expected from the tidal
variation alone at that time and place [33]-[34].
Storm tracks are regions with a high frequency of
storms. The storms tend to have a preference for the
north-eastern part of the North Atlantic, but are
affected by the NAO [11].
According to IPCC, the climate prediction or climate
forecast is the result of an attempt to produce an
estimate of the actual evolution of the climate in the
future, e.g., at seasonal, inter-annual or long-term
time scales, while the climate projection is the
response of the climate system to emissions or
concentration scenarios of greenhouse gases and
aerosols, or radiative forcing scenarios, often based
on simulations by climate models [32].
In particular, for listed before critical infrastructure
networks operating in the Baltic Sea Region, forming
the Global Baltic Network of Critical Infrastructure
Networks, we consider following hazard parameters
[19]: wind speed, wind direction, sea level, wave
height, sea water temperature, air temperature, soil
temperature, rainfall level, snowfall level, ice
thickness, fog density, flood level, landslide speed
and wildfire level. Of course, not all types of hazards
and hazard parameters have influence on considered
critical infrastructures located in the Baltic Sea

3.1. Critical infrastructure taxonomy
We classify the above distinguished shipping critical
infrastructure network to the class of so called
dynamic
installations
and
the
remaining
distinguished 7 critical infrastructures to the class of
so called static industry installations. Further, we can
define threats to Baltic Sea critical infrastructure or
critical infrastructure network as the occurrence of
an unwanted circumstance or event that may cause
damage, functioning disruption or service
interruption to critical infrastructures located in the
Baltic Sea Region.
Considering critical
infrastructures in the Baltic Sea Region [18], we also
distinguish dynamic threats i.e. threats associated
with dynamic installations, static threats that are
classifies as threats associated with static
installations, and natural climatic hazards i.e. hazards
associated with climate and weather change. In
particular, we pay attention to the natural hazards
related to climate-weather change.
Critical infrastructure operation process general
model related to climate-weather change is defined
as the critical infrastructure operation process joint
model related to operating environment hazards and
climate-weather change extreme events linking the
critical infrastructure operation process model and
the climate-weather change process model [17].
Critical infrastructure integrated safety model
related to climate-weather change includes
modelling the critical infrastructure operation
process according to the critical infrastructure
operation process general model related to climateweather change process and modelling the critical
infrastructure inside dependencies between its
components and subsystems according to the critical
infrastructure safety general model [17]. The final
stage of such integrated critical infrastructure safety
model is construction of the model, including the
above two models of critical infrastructure operation
process general model and safety general model.

3.2. Climate change taxonomy
Applying presented before classification of
dangerous events having impact on critical
infrastructure networks operating in the Baltic Sea
Region we focus on natural climatic hazards, defined
in Section 2.2.
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Region, or have some consequences for particular
range of the hazard parameter.
Basic notions related to climate and weather changes,
in particular to climate changes in the Baltic Sea
Region having impact on critical Infrastructures
located and operating in the Baltic Sea Region, are
storms, sea-level rise, extreme coastal high water,
significant wave height, which definitions are
provided below.
WMO defines storms as an atmospheric disturbance
involving perturbations of the prevailing pressure
and wind fields, on scales ranging from tornadoes (1
km across) to extratropical cyclones (2000-3000 km
across). On the Beaufort scale storm refers to wind
with a speed between 48 and 55 knots and Beaufort
number 10 of wind force [52].
Sea-level rise is defined as an increase in the mean
level of the sea. Eustatic sea-level rise is a change in
global average sea level brought about by an increase
in the volume of the world ocean. Relative sea-level
rise occurs where there is a local increase in the level
of the sea relative to the land, which might be due to
sea rise and/or land level subsidence. In areas subject
to rapid land-level uplift, relative sea level can fall
[30]. We can distinguish two types of sea level data,
relative and absolute. Relative sea level trends show
how sea level change and vertical land movement
together are likely to affect coastal lands and
infrastructure, while absolute sea level trends
provide a more comprehensive picture of the volume
of water in the world’s oceans, how the volume of
water is changing, and how these changes relate to
other observed or predicted changes in global
systems (e.g., increasing ocean heat content and
melting polar ice caps) [50].
Extreme coastal high water, also referred to as
extreme sea level, depends on average sea level,
tides, and regional weather systems. Extreme coastal
high water events are usually defined in terms of the
higher percentiles (e.g., 90th to 99.9th) of a
distribution of hourly values of observed sea level at
a station for a given reference period [33]-[34].
Term significant wave height refers to the average
height of the highest one-third of the wave heights
(trough to peak) from sea and swell occurring in a
particular time period [17].

absorb and to recover from hazardous events
appearing as a result of climate change [17].
Strengthening critical infrastructure resilience to
climate change means increasing CI capacity through
its components and subsystems parameters
improving and its operating environment parameters
modification to achieve its characteristics stronger
what allow its functioning in its operating
environment to be able to absorb and to recover from
hazardous events appearing as a result of climate
change [17]. Analyzing the strategy of resilience
strengthening of CI located in Baltic Sea Region [19]
we
distinguish
robustness,
resourcefullness,
redundancy, response and recovery. Robustness, in
climate change context, is the inherent strength or the
ability of infrastructure to withstand external
demands coming from climate change without
degradation or loss of functionality. Hence,
robustness signifies that a system/infrastructure will
retain its system structure (function) intact (remains
unchanged or nearly unchanged), when exposed to
perturbations and can be measured as the probability
that a system will not go into the critical state or
worse in time shorter than assumed level, due to
some external factors [29]. Critical infrastructure
resourcefulness is the ability of a critical
infrastructure to identify problems, establish
priorities, and mobilize needed resources and
services when threatened by harmful events coming
from the climate change. Redundancy is the
properties of a critical infrastructure that allow for
use alternate options, choices, and substitutions
under stress, in order to satisfy functional
requirements in threat situations of disruption,
degradation, or loss of functionality coming from
climate change. It can be measured as the speed with
which disruptions coming from climate change can
be overcome, in order to contain losses and avoid
future disruption, and with which safety,
functionality and stability of critical infrastructure
can be restored. Response means reaction (policies
and action) during or immediately after a disaster in
order to reduce its impacts, to ensure functioning of
basic systems (infrastructures) and to prevent
transitions of the system or infrastructure into crisis
situation. It usually includes activities that address
the short-term, direct effects of an incident. Response
includes immediate actions to save lives, protect
property, and meet basic human needs [47].
Recovery can be defined as the restoration, and
improvement where appropriate, of facilities,
livelihoods and living conditions of disaster-affected
communities, including efforts to reduce disaster risk
factors [48].
With resilience there are concerned other notions,
such as resistance or retroﬁtting. Resistance is the

3.3. Resilience taxonomy
Considering climate-weather change impacts on
critical infrastructures in the Baltic Sea Region in the
next step we will describe consequences and
resilience strategy of critical infrastructure
installations in this region, mentioned before. We
understand critical infrastructure resilience to
climate change as the CI capacity being able to
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ability of a system to remain unchanged by external
events [46]. Retroﬁtting is a reinforcement or
upgrading of existing structures to become more
resistant and resilient to the damaging effects of
hazards [14].
The concept of infrastructure resilience is also
closely related to critical infrastructure vulnerability,
that can be understood as the possibility of a critical
infrastructure coming to the safety state subset worse
than a critical safety state in time shorter than its
fixed value, due to some external factors, causing
negative effects on itself, other objects and its
operating environment [17].

4. Conclusion
In the paper the terminology and methodology on
Baltic Sea Region critical infrastructures are
presented. More detailed description of the Global
Baltic Network of Critical Infrastructure Networks
and belonging to it installations in Baltic Sea Region,
defined in this paper, is given in the report [18] and
in [4]. Presented in the paper working terminology is
also used in the EU-CIRCLE project titled “A pan –
European framework for strengthening Critical
Infrastructure resilience to climate change”.
Presented methodology and terminology refers to
climate-weather change and its impact on critical
infrastructures as well as critical infrastructure
resilience and resilience strengthening to climate
change. Some notions and terminology specific for
particular critical infrastructure networks, located in
the Baltic Sea Region, for example Gas Pipelines
Critical Infrastructure Network and Baltic Electric
Cable Critical Infrastructure Network, are indicated
and described in papers [3], [7].
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